EVEN TS

A Spanish Sunset for IID
On August 25th, Innocence in Danger fund-raiser was held, in
Gstaad on top of the Wasserngrat mountain at the Eagle Ski
Club where guests were transported to the top by ski lift where
they enjoyed sunset drinks on the wonderful Club’s terraces
accompanied by music from the fabulous “Los Antonios” rumba
band from Barcelona. President and Founder of I.I.D, Homayra
Sellier gave a warm welcome to the guests.
The Spanish theme continued as diners enjoyed a delicious
dinner at tastefully decorated Spanish-style tables and were
treated to a special show given by the renowned flamenco star,
Karyne Aryse mesmerised the audience with her talent and
beautiful outfits.
This year we were honoured to have the professional auctioneer
and presenter Laurien Schroeder Hessels presiding over the
events. She conducted the auction and not only sold the lots
donated but did it with such fun and flair that the evening was
also a great success thanks to her wonderful personality and
talent. A tombola raised additional funds with prizes offered
by many local businesses. Innocence in Danger would like to
thank all the donators of auction lots and tombola gifts. Special
thanks also go to our generous supporters including Pedro
Gomez de Baeza for the LA Organic olive oil, Alfonso Cortina
and Lancelot Frick for the red and white wine, Newby for the
organic aromatic tea and Valmont for the luxury face creams as
well as Sebastian Devenish for the photography.

GLACIER RUN 2019

UPCOMING EVENTS
Concert at the Saanen Church
13.02.2019
A major name in the international opera
scene, Uruguay’s Erwin Schrott will
perform a gala concert at the Saanen
Church. The operatic bass-baritone –
best known for his interpretation of the
title role in Mozart’s Don Giovanni – has
appeared on the world’s most prominent
stages from the Metropolitan Opera
in New York to London’s Royal Opera
House and La Scala in Milan.

Innocece in Danger is a non-profit organization registered in Canton de
Vaud and recognized by the Swiss authorities (CHE-110.069.057)
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NEWSLETTER
IID is committed to the protection of children and youths from all forms of sexual abuse. The organization is also engaged in the fight
against pedo-criminality and its propagation via news media and the internet.
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Right: A photo taken during a Fibonacci course
with artist Anthony Banhart at the Innocence
in Danger summer resilience retreat for young
sexual abuse victims

MORE INFO:
www.innocenceindanger.ch/actu/
opera2tango

The IID Nordic Walking Team keeps on
growing! A big thank you to the Olden Hotel for
hosting our departure breakfast and to the staff for
cheering us on as a dozen of us set off to climb the
Diablerets Glacier 3000 and raise awareness and
funds to fight child abuse

BUILDING RESILIENCE AT THE IID SUMMER CAMP

Contact
info@innocenceindanger.ch
www.innocenceindanger.ch
facebook: @InnocenceInDangerSwitzerland
DONATIONS
Via Paypal on our website or by bank transfer

We are already putting together our
2019 IID Nordic Walking Team!
Join us and help us Climb the Mountain on 08.08.2019
http://www.innocenceindanger.ch/evenements/glacier-run

www.innocenceindanger.ch
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Every summer IID invites several abuse victims, along with one or both of their
protecting parents, to attend a healing and resilience retreat in the Swiss Alps.
This year some 25 survivors joined Innocence in Danger’s staff of volunteers
including mindfulness experts, psychologists, art therapists, dance, yoga and
sports instructors for ten days of creative workshops, and excursions. This year,
our art therapist, Nadia De Backer, introduced the children and teens (aged 9 to
18) to the theme of the mask. They were able to create paintings and sculptures
through modelling and mask-making in a safe artistic environment. Other
volunteer artists led workshops in mandala-making and Fibonacci drawing. Art
therapy helps the young survivors focus on the present moment, empowering
them by resolving traumatic experiences through the sensory aspect of the
creative process. On the last evening, an art exhibition was held for parents and
staff to admire their artworks.

Cette newsletter est disponible en français www.innocenceindanger.ch/actualites-opinions
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A FOCUS ON MINDFULNESS
Each morning, just after breakfast, Susana Roques, led
mindfulness sessions for our participants which help
mitigate the harmful effects of childhood abuse and
neglect. This non-judgmental, non-reactive approach
helps survivors identify thoughts and emotions with
more clarity and objectivity and strengthen their selfconfidence. Parents were also able to participate in
a daily session to strengthen their inherent coping
abilities.

SELF DEFENSE
James and Katharina
Otighbah from Excel
Security
generously
welcomed our group to
their wonderful “dojo”
to teach them the
basics of self-defense,
introducing them to
a programme jointly
developed by Excel and
IID.

OUTREACH & AWARENESS
An integral part of Innocence in Danger’s mission is raising awareness about the astounding facts and figures
related to child abuse and the need to consistently pursue solutions to prevent pedo-criminality and to help
victims find justice and treatment. Every year members of the IID team and namely the movement’s founder,
Homayra Sellier, participate in a number of forums, conferences, workshops and cultural events to spread
the word and encourage discussions of the subject at every level of society. Film is a medium embraced by
our team and in 2019 IID will continue to organize private and public screenings of works that support our
message of awareness. Check our website (www.innocenceindanger.ch/evenements) or our Facebook page
(@InnocenceInDangerSwitzerland) for upcoming events and screenings.

A GREAT NEW TEAM
Led for the first time by Programme Director, Hanane
Zeglama and Therapeutic Director, Susana Roques, a
committed team of staff and volunteers forged a supportive and creative community for the benefit of the
children and their families. They complemented the
artistic and therapeutic programme with fun activities
and adventures. Participants enjoyed excursions to the
peaceful and beautiful Launensee, for a fabulous barbecue. The children were also given the opportunity to
challenge themselves at the ropes course of the Seilpark
in Zweisimen. One evening staff, parents and children
relaxed in an outdoor movie screening in Chateau d’Oex.

INNOCENCE IN DANGER AT THE UN
Homayra Sellier joined filmmaker Jennifer Fox,
director and producer of The Tale at the “UN
Human Rights Council Social Forum: Sports,
the Olympic Ideal and Human Rights” on the
1st of October 2018, where Pulse International
Sports Film Festival organised the “Abuse and
safeguarding of children in Sports” panel and a
screening of the film The Tale.

SOCIAL MEDIA CAMPAIGN
#WHATABOUTUSLAUSANNE
IID launched worldwide, the #What About Us in collaboration with the Amplify platform, campaign to address all the forgotten children and survivors of sexual
abuse. We need
to include children in all our
conversations
regarding violence to women
and sexual
assault.

Too often, victims of abuse lack physical confidence
and fall victim to bullies and other aggressors. Relearning how to behave and to react when aggressed is
an invaluable resilience tool.

HIP HOP IN THE MOUNTAINS
Each morning our passionate dance instructor,
Marvellous, scheduled a hip-hop master class to help
the children build up their battered confidence. He
created a wonderful energy within the group and trained
with them extensively. At the end of the retreat they
performed a dynamic and energizing show for all of the
participants.

CONFERENCE AT THE CHUV IN LAUSANNEN

The IID retreats have been recognized in studies and
scientific journals as effective programs for building
resilience.

IID RESEARCH GRANTS
Our mission is to empower researchers
to investigate and measure the physical,
psychological and economic impacts of sexual
abuse on the survivors of abuse and on society as
a whole. Our research fund is therefore devoted to
measuring the negative effects of sexual abuse
on our society as well as the positive results
of prevention and treatment programs. These
metrics will inform the ongoing fight to prevent
abuse, facilitate justice for the victims and heal
wounds.

Project Launch
Our first grant was awarded to Professor
Carmen Sandi’s research team from the
Brain Mind Institute, Ecole Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL). The project
aims at gaining in depth understanding
of the biobehavioural concomitants of
stress resilience following specific early life
adversity.

On May 29th, Homayra Sellier was invited by the
Lyons Club to join a panel at the CHUV to discuss
the care options available to victims of child sexual
abuse. The event was attended by several hundred
medical and child protection professionals

STREET CAMPAIGN IN SUISSE ROMANDE
In cooperation with ONG Conseil, we are launching an awareness-raising campaign, until the end
of the year, in Swiss Romand district. The aim is
to reach out to the general public face-to face by
raising funds in the streets. Every day, about 100
citizens are being made aware of the devasting
impacts of child abuse, and IID’s work is being
highlighted

